Language promotion bodies take new tack after joining Heritage Board

The trail traces Singapore’s colonial history through about a dozen sites, such as Victoria Theatre (above) and Old Supreme Court. ST PHOTO: NG SOR LUAN

History of Singapore’s language drives

The Speak Mandarin Campaign was launched in 1981 by then-Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong amid mounting concern that English was becoming the norm among Singaporeans. He said that poor English would lead Singapore’s young to be “outsiders” in the world economy.
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The Speak Mandarin Campaign was launched in 1981 by then-Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong amid mounting concern that English was becoming the norm among Singaporeans. He said that poor English would lead Singapore’s young to be “outsiders” in the world economy.

The Malay Language Council, established in 1979, started a Malay Language Month campaign seven years later to encourage the Malay community to embrace the Malay language.

The same year, the Government set up a Tamil Language Council to promote the use of Tamil among Tamil-speaking Indians, particularly among the young.
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